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Hi folks, I've been laid low with prostate problems for most of the time 
since the last Newsletter, but have finally made it back into circulation.  I 
missed the last publication date, so will make up for some of the lost time 
by publishing on the 1st of the month in future.

I missed some field events, so can only give a brief second-hand report 
on those.  But we have the usual collection of other articles to entertain 
you.

There's a review of the new X1EGUX-108G HF rig included, and I think 
this is a scoop, since I didn't see any mention of it in PW or Radcom.   
The PC MOD FX Digital Temperature Gauge is also reviewed.  The 
"Watchkeeping at Sea" series continues with number 4.  And an 
interesting answer to the question "How did we make flashing turn signal 
indicators before transistors and ICs?" is within these pages.

The answers to the Editor's Quiz number 6 and a new number 7 are 
included to keep your grey matter in trim.  And you are challenged by the 
statement "Anyone can make an audio oscillator, but how do you make 
one that goes BEEP-BEEP-BEEP etc?" And finally, Programmer's Corner 
continues with the answer to last month's problem and an interesting new 
one about the size of a project box.

So, happy reading, chaps and chapesses, and see you next month.



Events since the last Newsletter.
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On Saturday July 30th SEARS held a 
second field day at the Boxted RAF 
Museum.  I was confined to bed at 
this time and had to miss this one, 
but I have been told it was another 
good day at this fine location.

The SEARS Club night on August 8th 
celebrated the 35th birthday for the 
club.  A cake was commissioned, 
and you can see the result in the 
photograph.  I was still bed-bound at 
this time, but some of the cake was 
sent round to my house.  My XYL 
happily sampled it and pronounced it 
first class.

A follow-up radio day was 
organised at the Island Yacht 
Club, Canvey, on Saturday 
August 19th.  This was another 
good radio day, but I suspect 
the highlight was the fact that 
the IYC folks opened their 
excellent bar and cafeteria for 
us.  Many fine breakfasts and 
lunches were taken, and not a 
few beers imbibed.

I was able to attend for a couple 
of hours, and managed about 
20 CW QSOs before repairing to 
the bar for a pint and a long-
delayed chat with other club 
members.  The weather was 
kind, and I enjoyed my time 
there.  Our Club Secretary, 
Mark/2E0RMT, is a SEARS-
sponsored member of the IYC, 
so we look forward to many 
more fun days there.

Daffy Definiton
Trap:  device installed in an antenna 
to collect rain-water, preventing it 
from running further down.

Taking a breather at the IYC event, 
from left to right:  Pete/M0PSX, Fred/
M6LHK, Tony/G0JYI, and Dean/M0MXT.



Some Upcoming Events
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Field events are over for this year unless we get any late requests such 
as JOTA, etc.  We have declined a few invitations this year for various 
reasons, including the Castle Point Show and Armed Forces Day.  If the 
organisers can give us better expectations, we will resume those events 
next season.

The next club meeting falls on Tuesday September 12th.  I will be giving a 
talk that evening entitled "The Moving Coil Meter."  Why is this still 
popular in the age of digital metering?  Simple:  it can still do things 
which a digital meter can't.  And you can learn a useful amount of 
electronics when studying moving coil meters.

On October 10th our RSGB Deputy Regional Manager, Vic/G6BHE, will be 
giving a talk about the RSGB.  The next club night after that, November 
12th, will be the SEARS AGM.  There are some important changes to be 
voted on this year, so don't miss it.  And to round the year out, we have 
our Christmas Social on December 12th, with a free buffet and a chance 
to meet just socially for the evening.

Tuesday September 12th, 7 pm:  A talk will be given by Dave/G4AJY on 
"The Moving Coil Meter."   Free refreshments during the evening. 
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Review of the new X1EGU X-108G HF Rig
This new offering from CQXIEGU is a refreshing change from the ever 
more complex and expensive products streaming out from the likes of 
Kenwood, Yaesu, and Icom.  It's a return to a simple single superhet, long 
after we've been brainwashed into thinking that even triple superhets are 
old hat.  And crystal filtering ilo digital.  As a CW operator I like this: in my 
opinion digital filtering for CW often inserts more noise than it cures.

It's best suited for QRP and SOTA work for several reasons.  Physically 
small and light at only 2 x 5 x 7 inches, the maximum power is 20 watts.  
For what you get, the price is reasonable - €479.  

The range is 0.5 to 30 MHz, with CW, AM and SSB.  It has crystal filtering 
for both CW and SSB.  The microphone control is comprehensive, with 
most controls duplicated there.  It offers CAT  from a USB port at the rear.

East Ham reviews are broadly favourable, but there are some grumbles 
about the small size of the display and awkward placement of the hendles.  
Performance sounds good.  Photographs below, right.

You can order this rig from megahertz.shop, but beware:  it will be 
shipped direct from Hong Kong, and, unless you're nimble-footed here, 
you'll likely end up paying import duty.

Bloody morse key!

G4AJY ON A BAD DAY . . .
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Watchkeeping at Sea - 4

So what else did the R/O do on watch at sea apart from observing SPs 
(Silence Periods)?  It was our responsibity to receive all transmitted 
navigation warnings and weather forecasts for the area we were steaming 
in and get them onto the bridge quickly.  Many ships were also part of the 
OBS scheme, where ships collected comprehensive meteorological data 
every 6 hours for their immediate area.  These would be coded and then 
sent by the Radio Officer to appropriate shore stations.

We also sent and received a lot of ship's commercial traffic.  This would 
often be coded, and absolute accuracy was essential.  One letter wrong in 
a code group could send a ship to Rio de Janiero instead of Hong Kong, 
wasting hundreds of thousands of pounds.

We also handled private traffic for the crew.  A cheap version of a marine 
telegram for them was the SLT (Ship's Letter Telegram).  The R/O would 
transmit it to a British Coast Station, where it was typed up and posted by 
snail mail to the addressee instead of direct delivery.  We had 
arrangements with Interflora, Vernons Football Pools etc to order flower 
deliveries, send pools entries etc, all coded and sent in morse code.

Add to this equipment maintenance and repair etc, and our so-called 8-
hour day was often way over 12 hours - and that was 7 days a week 
between ports.  This in addition to looking after the ship's radar, DF, echo 
sounder, weather fax, Decca Navigator, VHF transceiver, plus the ship's 
entertainment system (including the cinema projector!).

Marconi Marine touted for business in 
many different ways, including placing  
beer mats in every ship's mess and bar.  
The attached photograph shows one I've 
kept.  It's rather tattered now, but you can 
see the way Marconi were pushing.

I sent dozens of SLTs and gift orders 
every month from the officers and crew. 
Marconi took a cut of everything - but 
they never cut me in!
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Anyone can Beep . . .

A favourite part of designing and building electronic gizmos for hams is 
the oscillator, both audio and RF.  There have even been a few in the 
SEARS Newsletters.

I'm sure you can all put together a little audio oscillator that makes the 
familiar BEEEEEEEEEEEP continuously.  But what about the type that 
makes a BEEP-BEEP-BEEP . . . ?  What kind of circuit does that?

This is actually a very useful type of output.  I find it more attention-
grabbing but less annoying than the continuously-sounding type.

It can have multiple uses in the shack and around the house:  over-
temperature warning for the PA, circuit overload, shack door not locked, 
etc etc.

I managed to build a circuit that drives a little crystal speaker using only 5 
other electronic components.  Can you improve on that?  Check in here 
next month to see my solution.

Is that me 
beeping, or is 

something 
wrong?



The Editor's Quiz:  Number 7
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Take a look at the little circuit on the 
right.  Can you say what current will 
be flowing in the 10 ohm resistor?

Hint:  Maybe this is simpler than it first 
appears.  Some of the information may 
be unnecessary.

The circuit on the left is a simple half-wave 
rectifier, with DC appearing across its 
capacitor.

What is the peak current flowing in the circuit?  
And what is the relationship between the 
voltage across the capacitor and the current 
flowing through it?



The Editor's Quiz: Answers to Number 6
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You were challenged in Newlsetter 6 to find the 
impedance and phase angle of the power inductor, 
C3-X (10 Henrys and 500 ohms) at 50 Hz.  What 
value of capacitance should you avoid to ensure 
resonance cannot occur?

The working shows an impedance of 1013𝛑 ohms or 
3.182 kΩ. The phase angle is a little over 6º, 
indicating that the values of ZL and XL are closely 
matched.  The positive value of the phase angle 
indicates the voltage leads the current.

The final bit of working shows the inductor 
resonates at 50 Hz if a 1 µF capacitor is used.  
Remember, this is a mains filter component, so 
resonance is the last thing you want.  Avoid that 
value of capacitance at all costs!

Last month you were also challenged to figure out how power supplies 
were smoothed adequately in the days of valves and low-value leaky 
electrolytics. Speaker magnets were weak in those times - neodymium 
hadn't been invented.  It was common practice to use an electromagnet 
in the speaker to overcome this problem.

Then some clever chap realised if HT current flowed through the 
electromagnet, it would act as a substantial smoothing choke. It worked a 
treat, with very low mains hum in the speaker and a clean HT line for the 
rest of the radio.  In the schematic below, L1 is the speaker/choke. For 
those interested in these things, the valve is the famous EZ81.



Review of the PC MOD FX Digital Temperature Gauge

I love this little gizmo.  You 
can use it to keep a check on 
the temperature of your PA or 
output stage.  Or it's fine to 
keep by the microphone or 
morse key when exchanging 
weather and temperature etc 
in QSOs.  I even tried it as a 
thermometer, and it was 
reasonably accurate.

It comes ready-built with 
leads and connector for 
direct wiring into your car 
harness, or you can just use 
the fly-lead and wire it 
however you wish.  It works 
down to 5 volts, albeit a little 
dimly, and is really bright 
over that up to 14 volts (I 
didn't try higher).  It drew 125 
mA at 14 volts.

There's a little button on the 
rear cover which toggles the 
display between fahrenheit 
and centigrade.  The  unit 
snaps into  a rectangular 
cutout around 25 mm x 45 
mm.

At a mere £3.54 post free on 
ebay, this is a real steal.  It 
has a lovely bright display 
with neat graphics.
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Cut here and discard the 
connector assembly to 
use outside a vehicle

Toggle switch for 
fahrenheit/centigrade 

selection

Should have 
bought my PC 
MOD FX meter!



Turn Signal Indicators - the early days

Last month we were looking at how turn signal indicators could be home-
made in the days before transistors and ICs.  The answer is to use a 
relay. All relays possess the very useful property of hysteresis - the 
release voltage is lower than the operate voltage.  Adding a capacitor 
across the coil slows down the hysteresis and makes the effect take even 
longer to time out.

If the relay's own contacts control its current in the right way, the whole 
thing will oscillate slowly (around 60 to 120 Hz).  A second pair of 
contacts can then control the turn signal lamps.

I built the circuit shown below and it works well.  I found a way to use just one 
set of changeover contacts, keeping the relay smaller and cheaper. The 
HF-7FD relay does the job beautifully, handling the output current in a little 
unit a mere 22 x 16 x 16 mm.

You may have to make small adjustments in the value of the 150𝛀 resistor and 
1680 𝛍F capacitor (made in this instance from a 1000𝛍F and 680𝛍F in parallel) 
to get the timing where you want it.
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You just turn me on . . .



Last month's Problem:

A club member interested in mathematics notices the sum of the
membership numbers less than his is equal to the sum of the
membership numbers greater than his. His own number comprises
four digits.  What is it?

Note that we are told there are less than 10,000 members.

Programmers' Corner
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New Poser:

A radio ham decides to build a PA 
for his rig.  He has a suitably 
robust project box to hand and 
sets about measuring it.  He notes 
the following:
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I wrote a Python program to solve 
this and it turns out that there are 
two answers in the range given, as 
shown inset.  It may be some time 
before the SEARS membership is 
large enough for this problem . . . 

• The sides of the box are all an 
exact number of cm (no decimal 
points), each having 2 digits.

• The height, width, and depth are 
all different.  

• The volume is ten times the 
surface area, which in turn is 
exactly 31.5 times the sum of the 
lengths of all twelve edges.

What are the box's dimensions?

Jones!  How many times 
must I tell you?  Your computer 
is for work-related projects, not 
solving those blasted SEARS 
compute r p rogramming 
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# SEARS Puzzlet #004
# A club member interested in mathematics notices the sum of
# the membership numbers less than his is equal to the sum of
# the membership numbers greater than his. His own number
# comprises four digits. What is it? 
# Note that there are less than 10,000 members in the club.
# By Dave Ellis.
# Old Puzzlet #079.

def PrintResult():
    # pretty printer
    print "%9d"%(int(memNr)),"%17d"%(maxMemNr)

# main program

# print results header
print
print "Membership Nr   Total Nr of Members"
print

# main routine

maxMemNr = 1001
resultsCount = 0
while maxMemNr <10000:
    # see notes below for explanation of formula
    memNr = (maxMemNr*(maxMemNr + 1)/2)**0.5
    if memNr == int(memNr):
        resultsCount += 1
        PrintResult()
    maxMemNr += 1

# print results roundup
print
print "Thus, there are", resultsCount, "solutions."
print

Code to solve SEARS Puzzlet #004

See next page for further notes on the code . . .



# The formula for the sum of a series of numbers is S(n) = n(n+1)/2.
# Let n be used in this case for the number of members in the club.  
# Now use m for the required membership number. Subtract 1 from m
# because we only need the sum of all the membership numbers less
# than that of our mathematician.
#
# Substituting (m - 1) in the original formula gives:
# S(m-1) = m(m - 1)/2.
#
# The sum of all the membership numbers greater than the
# mathematician's equals the sum of all membership numbers minus
# all the numbers up to and including his. 
# S(m + 1) = n(n + 1)/2 - m(m + 1)/2.
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Notes on Code to solve SEARS Puzzlet #004

STOP PRESS
We have just heard the sad news that SEARS member David/G3SVI 
passed away on Monday August 21st.

David was an ex-professional CW operator and used to help the 
Morse Awareness students at the SEARS Foundation training 
classes along with his wife Myra/M0MYR, who succeeds him.

David and Myra are well known in the county within the Radio 
Amateur Community, and were always at the forefront when help was 
needed.  I'm sure we've all enjoyed a cup of tea and a piece of cake at 
the Skills night or a CARS meeting, prepared and served by David 
and Myra.

The funeral will take place at Southend Crematorium on Wednesday 
September 13th at 1220, with a local wake to follow.  Flowers from 
the family only, please.  If you want to attend, please contact David's 
son, Mark, via Pete/M0PSX so that they can estimate the number of 
attendees. 


